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realized. In other words, it has always fallen far short of
its ideal, and yet it has never ceased in some degree to
resemble that ideal. It has never ceased to abide by the
positive or active scheme of morality, and to occupy itself
more or less zealously with works of beneficence and
charity. We may go further, and say that the Christian
view of morality has become universal, so that now no
man is called or considered good, whether he bear the
Christian name or not, who does not in some form or other
exhibit an active love for his kind and go out of his way
to do good. '
The enthusiasm of humanity in Christians is not only
their supreme but their only law. It has been remarked
that Christ's plan was to kindle in the hearts of his fol-
lowers a feeling which should dictate to them the right
course of action in all circumstances. It follows that
when we have considered the nature of this feeling we have
exhausted the subject of Christian morality. If Christ
delivered any other more special commands besides the
command to love, they must be either deducible from it,
if it be the law-making power which he pronounced it to
be, or if they do not agree with its dictates—if those who
have the genuine enthusiasm in them find that the literal
obedience to Christ's special commands is in any instance
irreconcilable with obedience to his universal command—
they must bear in mind the boldness with which he him-
self treated the Mosaic law while acknowledging it to be
divine. They must remember that principles last for ever,
but special rules pass away with the things and conditions
to which they refer. As Christ relaxed the sabbatical
obligation by referring to the object of the ordinance—the
Sabbath was made for man—so should his disciples boldly

